The Library of Congress (LC) classification system uses letters (A-Z) to identify subject classifications and numbers to generate call numbers for books and other items. A call number is an address that determines the item's location on the shelf. The subject areas below will enable you to browse sections of the library.

A - General Works
AE  Encyclopedias
AG  Dictionaries
AY  Almanacs

B - Philosophy, Psychology, & Religion
B-BJ  Philosophy
BF  Psychology
BL-BX  Religion

C - Sciences of History
CB  History of Civilization
CC  Archaeology
CT  Biography

D - World & General History
D  History
DA-DR  Europe
DS  Asia
DT  Africa

E → F - History of the Americas
E 1-143  North America
E 151-839  United States
F 1-975  U.S. Local History
F 1001-1145  British and Dutch America
F 1170  French America
F 1201+  Latin America

G - Geography, Anthropology, & Recreation
G-GB  Geography
GE  Environmental Sciences
GN  Anthropology
GV  Recreation

H - Social Sciences
H  Social Sciences
HA  Statistics
HB-HJ  Economics
HM-HP  Sociology
HQ  Family, Marriage, Sexuality
HV: Social Pathology, Public Welfare, Criminology

J - Political Sciences
JA-JC: Political Science
JF-JQ: Political Institutions & Administrations
JS: Local Government
JV: Immigration
JZ: International Relations

K - Law
K: Law
KF: United States Law
KFF: Florida Law
KZ: Law of Nations

L - Education
L: Education
LA: History of Education
LB: Theory & Practice
LC: Special Aspects of Education

M - Music
M: Music
ML: Literature on Music
MT: Instruction & Study

N - Fine Arts
N: Visual Arts
NA: Architecture
NC: Graphic Arts
ND: Painting
NK: Decorative Arts
NX: Arts in General

P - Language & Literature
P: Linguistics
PA-PM: Languages
PN: Literature, Film
PR: British Literature
PS: American Literature
PZ: Juvenile Fiction
### Q – Science
- **Q**: Science
- **QA**: Math
- **QA 75-76**: Computer Science
- **QB**: Astronomy
- **QC**: Physics
- **QD**: Chemistry
- **QE**: Geology
- **QH**: Natural History & Biology
- **QL**: Zoology
- **QM**: Human Anatomy

### R – Medicine
- **R**: Medicine & Dictionaries
- **RA**: Public Aspects of Medicine
- **RC**: Internal Medicine
- **RJ**: Pediatrics
- **RM-RS**: Pharmacology
- **RT**: Nursing

### S – Agriculture
- **S**: Agriculture
- **SB**: Plant Culture
- **SD**: Forestry
- **SF**: Animal Culture
- **SK**: Hunting Sports

### T – Technology
- **T**: Technology
- **TA-TK**: Engineering
- **TL**: Motor Vehicles & Aeronautics
- **TR**: Photography
- **TT**: Handicrafts

### U – Military Science
- **UA**: Armies
- **UB**: Military Administration
- **UF**: Artillery

### V – Naval Science
- **VA**: Navies
- **VE**: Marines
- **VM**: Naval Architecture & Shipbuilding